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Crouching Lion, Sacred Dragon 
Our PJ office once again reverberated with heart thumping 
beats of the Chinese drum and clanging of cymbals as we 
ushered in the auspicious year of the Metal Rat. 

The annual Lion Dance performance started with teasing 
greetings for attending KPMGians courtesy of two playful 
lions, followed by energetic leaps from high stilts with 
seemingly effortless yet powerful acrobatic moves.
 
The performance was joined by two additional lions and 
accompanied by a delicate dragon dance symbolizing the 
dragon chasing the pearl of wisdom. The lions finished the 

performance with a blessing ritual facing the KPMG Tower 
entrance at Concourse Level, where they devoured the ball 
of lettuce, pineapple, and pomelo to signify the presence of 
good health, wealth and prosperity. 

The playful lions then made their way up to each KPMG 
office floors to shower blessings to our workspaces 
and welcome the good. Our KPMGians enthusiastically 
welcomed the lions with vibrantly displayed red packets and 
mandarin oranges. 

Image: High exuberance during the Lion and 
Dragon dance performance at Concourse Level of 
KPMG Tower
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Image: Lucky mandarin 
oranges were tossed by 
the playful lions

Image: Our delighted 
fellow partners posed 
with the Lion and Dragon 
Dance troops soon after 
the performance came to 
an end

Crouching Lion,  
Sacred Dragon 
(Cont’)
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Crouching Lion, Sacred Dragon (Cont’)

Above: All smiles and good 
wishes for the New Year 
ahead after the blessings 
from the lion at Audit K

Left: KBS team got together 
with the Lion Dance troop 
for a group picture after the 
mischevious lions blessed 
their work spaces

Above: The lions troop made their 
way to bless all work spaces where 

oranges were placed on tables 
and red packets were hung high, 
symbolizing smooth climb up the 

corporate ladder
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KPMG’s  
Sales Tax and 
Service Tax (SST) 
Seminar
O

n 18 February 2020, we welcomed valued clients and business associates 
for an indirect tax seminar at the new Xchange function space at Level 10, 
KPMG Tower. 

It was an engaging session where Ng Sue Lynn (Head of Indirect Tax), and her 
team of professionals, Dany Oon Jin Hoe (Executive Director), Cheah Wai Ling 
(Director), and Lim Poh Ling (Associate Director), provided a refresher course on 
key provisions as well as updates on changes in the SST legislations effective 
1 January 2020. Some other key topics that was presented during the SST 
Seminar included:

It was certainly a beneficial workshop for the delegates as there were plenty of 
questions from the floor associated to the compliance with SST legislation and 
ways to avoid potential errors in SST reporting as well as unnecessary penalties. 
This proves that our clients and business associates see us as the Clear Choice 
in helping them manage their businesses.

Refresher on Sales Tax and Service Tax 2018 – Key provisions 
in the Sales Tax Act 2018 and Service Tax Act 2018

Service Tax on Digital Services

1

2

Our Head of Indirect Tax, 
Ng Sue Lynn, started the 
seminar on a good note by 
providing a refresher course 
on the key points of the Sales 
and Service Tax Legislations

Delegates raised inquisitive 
questions during the 

seminar and made it an 
interactive session for 

everyone to benefit from

Delegates were fully 
engaged during the 
session, ensuring they 
captured all necessary 
pointers

Did you know?

You can access latest TaxWhiz in our website at  
www.kpmg.com.my/TaxWhiz. Issues are categorized by services and 
topics, and can easily be shared online with your clients.
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Globally, KPMG member firms around the world are united in achieving our Collective Strategy 
of becoming the most trusted and trustworthy professional services firm.  

In Malaysia, we have made great strides to showcase our credibility such that our clients 
recognize KPMG as the Clear Choice.

To ensure we maintain the momentum and cohesively move forward together, we will  
be guided by the KPMG Values, which has been refreshed to reflect our bold aspirations.

These have been consolidated to five from the original seven Values, reaffirming our  
long-held beliefs and making them bolder, contemporary and more memorable.

The refreshed KPMG Values are:

KPMG’s Collective Strategy 
and Refreshed Values

Integrity
We do what is right

Excellence
We never stop learning and improving

Courage
We think and act boldly

Together
We respect each other and draw strength 
from our differences

For Better
We do what matters

This is what we believe in. These are our values.

With our Refreshed Values, let us embrace and embed the values into our daily 
operations to achieve our Collective Strategy. 

Familiarize yourself with our refreshed 
values by visiting our values page.
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COVID-19
The COVID-19 outbreak has been labeled a pandemic by the World 
Health Organization (WHO). From the onset of this global crisis, 
the health and safety of all KPMGians have been and remains the 
Firm’s primary concern. 

The Firm’s COVID-19 Response Team, comprising of our Managing Partner and 
several members of the Firm’s EXCO, meets on a regular basis to review the day-to-
day situation to decide on requisite policies and further action plans in accordance 
with the emergency arrangements and travel alerts advised by the Government 
bodies. The Firm has since activated the Business Continuity Plan (BCP) to ensure 
the continued health and safety of our people and the stable continuity of our 
business operations. 

These are unprecedented times, but within this global threat lies the opportunity for 
everyone to unite in a common purpose. In trying times like these, let’s be reminded 
to support each other and to take precautionary measures and be vigilant so that all 
KPMGians and our families’ well-being are taken care of. 

Reduce your risk
of coronavirus infection

Clean hands with 
soap and water or 
alchohol-based hand 
rub

Cover nose and 
mouth when 
coughing and 
sneezing with tissue 
or flexed elbow

Avoid close contact 
with anyone and 
stay at least 1m 
apart

Avoid large groups 
or scheduling 
physical meetings. 
Hold all internal and 
external meetings 
virtually where
possible

Avoid 
unnecessary 
travels.  
Stay home and 
save lives

KPMG Malaysia’s COVID-19 Resource Centre

World Health Organization (WHO)

Ministry of Health Malaysia

Bookmark these 
useful resources:

X X

1M
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Our Extraordinary
People
Every day, the efforts and commitment of our people continue to inspire confidence and empower change for our 
clients and within our communities. This section illustrates how KPMG is truly the home of extraordinary talents.
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I N T E R N A T I O N A L  W O M E N ’ S  D A Y  2 0 2 0  

#
Every year, our Firm strives to give importance to the 
annual International Women’s Day (IWD) celebration 
and 2020 was no different. This year’s theme is Each 
for Equal, which promotes gender equality and aims 
to raise awareness among everyone collectively– 
regardless of gender – to be able to have equal rights 
and opportunities. 

Women are, and will always be, important figures in our society; 
their achievements and contributions should be celebrated and 

appreciated outside of this occasion. KPMG’s workforce comprises 
65% women, hence every year we shower our ladies with as much 
goodness as possible. 

Due to the COVID-19 situation, we were mindful to adapt our activities 
in alignment to the recommended health and safety guidelines. The 
situation also became an opportunity for us to leverage on technology 
to circulate important messages about Inclusion & Diversity (I&D) 
firm-wide. The end results were an IWD anthem video supplied by the 
global I&D team, a lighthearted video of our partners Chang Mei Seen, 
Florence Chua, and Vengadesh Jogarajah, sharing their thoughts about 
Each for Equal and other questions related to female empowerment 
and gender equality. Our Head of Inclusion & Diversity, Kasturi Nathan 
also shared her speech via video. 

Our 
Extraordinary 
People
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International Women’s Day 2020 (Cont’)

International Women’s Day is celebrated on 8 March every year, but as it fell on a 
weekend this year, we organized our celebrations to be held between 4 to 6 March, with 
activities engaging both women and men. On 4 March, stylists from adored fashion brand 
Love, Bonito conducted a workshop on how to put together trendy yet professional work 
outfits. Joining them was Sulwhasoo, a well-known luxury Korean skincare brand, whose 
team shared some tips and tricks on how to achieve glowing skin using the right skincare 
and makeup products. All participants took home some extra knowledge about skincare 
and work styling tips, including lovely gift bags filled with Sulwhasoo samples, Love, 
Bonito vouchers and merchandise! 

The fun continued on 5 March as Handmade Soap Malaysia conducted a relaxing 
aromatherapy candle workshop. Attending KPMGians were thrilled to 

grasp the technique in making their own soy wax candles from 
scratch, along with matching wax sachets. The 

workshop session was filled with great scents 
and lovely smiles as the participants took home 
their self-handmade aromatic candles. 

On the final day of our IWD celebration, 6 March, we kickstarted the morning at Xchange 
by treating KPMGians to free coffee and tea, succulents and skincare sample giveaways 
courtesy of Clinelle, Enchanteur, and Nurish Organiq. There was also an exclusive IWD 
in-house sales event at Level 6 featuring Christy Ng, The Body Shop, Clinelle, Physician’s 
Formula, Nurish Organiq, and Aurelia Atelier. Many came and left with bags of new 
purchases; it was the perfect excuse for the ladies to treat themselves for the occasion! 

Right: Early birds eyeing the 
lovely succulents available 
during the IWD giveaway 

Left: An upbeat stylist from 
Love, Bonito gave examples 
of both professional and 
casual work outfit

Left: The in-house 
sales event featured 
plenty of discounted 
products, including 
these fashionable bags 
from Christy Ng!

Petaling Jaya 
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International Women’s Day 2020 (Cont’)

We welcomed beauty consultants from Perfect Radiance Beauty House, Mr Andy Teo 
and Ms May Ting, who conducted a makeup workshop themed “Be Beautiful”. The 
2-hour session highlighted some make-up tips and demos of appropriate office makeup 
versus evening night-out makeup. All ladies were also given two pieces of facial masks 
to pamper and relax their skin. A delightful tea session inviting all staff was held after the 
workshop. 

Meanwhile in Miri, the celebration involved a delightful tea session with all the staff 
where the ladies were also gifted with facial masks.

Right: An array of smiles from Miri 
Office as they celebrated their IWD 

with a special tea session

Left: Ms. May Ting, beauty 
consultant, showing some 
techniques and tips on doing 
make up for the office look

Left: Our colleagues in 
Ipoh were preparing for a 
showdown as they got their 
ingredients ready

Kuching and Miri 

Celebrations at the Ipoh office were no less joyful as they held a cooking gala 
showcasing their culinary skills and to challenge stereotypes. Everyone helped to 
prepare a sumptuous lunch together. 

Following lunch, one of our male colleagues wowed the crowd with his barista skills. 
Everyone was amazed at his effort of bringing his own coffee brewing machine, 
espresso coffee powder and milk. With finesse, he brewed a few cups of coffee 
specially for the ladies. Some female colleagues took the opportunity to learn a little 
about latte art.  

Ipoh

It was truly a blast to celebrate IWD with all KPMGians. 
Celebrating IWD together has reaffirmed the fact that 
through diversity and inclusivity, we are able to support one 
another in making a lasting and sustainable impact.  As a 
Firm, we will continue to practice and advocate equality in 
the workplace!

Right: Our team of gents 
were ready to showcase 

their knack to cook a feast 
and impress the ladies
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Extraordinary
Tan Bing-Xuan

A t the age of 10, Tan Bing-Xuan was diagnosed with 
Rapid Onset Dystonia Parkinsonism (RDP), a very rare 
movement disorder characterized by the abrupt onset 

of parkinsonism and dystonia. In layman speak, this disease 
includes symptoms such as slowness of movement, involuntary 
dystonic spasms in the limbs, prominent involvement of the 
speech and swallowing muscles, and poor balance.

Though she has lived most of her life with it, she has not let it 
deter her from achieving her full potential in life. Being part of 
the KPMG family in Malaysia for almost 5 years, she has proven 
herself to be more than capable of being extraordinary and is 
a living testament that KPMG is truly home to extraordinary 
talents. Learn more about her story. 
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What attracted you to the accounting industry?

My childhood ambition was to be a teacher. However, since I was struck 
down by this disease, I realised this was impossible as the disease affects my 
mobility and speech. I had to seek an alternative route for my career. My mother 
advised me to pursue a career in the accounting profession which is said to be 
recession-proof. 

I also thought that office work would be more suitable for me given my medical 
condition. 

When did you join KPMG? 

I joined KPMG on 3 August 2015 and was previously doing an internship with 
the Firm. Like any other fresh grad, I was worried about applying for my first 
job. Fortunate for me, Mr. Thong Foo Vung and Mr. Chong Chen Kian, Partners 
of the Department of Professional Practice (DPP) were keen to offer a transition 
for me to be a permanent staff and continue contributing to the department.

It was a huge blessing to me, for which I am very grateful, as many companies 
would not have accepted me due to my apparent disabilities.  

Broadly, what does your role involve?

I am dealing with audit risk management matters in the Department of 
Professional Practice (DPP). My job scope involves performing independence 
review and conflict checks for new engagements, writing/coordinating minutes 
for internal meetings, gathering information related to our audit clients for 
regulatory purposes and maintaining internal audit websites.

Why did you choose to pursue the CPA Qualification?

I studied the CPA Qualification because it is a requirement for audit 
professionals to undertake a professional course while working in KPMG. The 
Firm allowed me to choose the route to go, and I chose CPA Australia because 
my family and friends have half-jokingly said that since Australia is “the lucky 
country”, one day I may have a lucky strike if an Australian university finds a 
cure for my disease. 

So, this may become another random collision in my life ending up with some 
treatments from Australian medical resources as Australia has a worldwide 
reputation for many medical research breakthroughs.    

How has your Performance Manager helped accommodate 
your needs?

My Performance Manager, June Teoh, is very accommodative to my needs 
so that I can perform my job. For example, she allows me to use a recorder 
to record confidential matters during internal meetings so that I can write the 
minutes at my own pace after the meeting, knowing that I could not keep pace 
with the rapid to-and-fro during the meeting. June also discusses with our Head 
of Department to make some adjustments to my routine tasks after mentioning 
to her that I didn’t have time to write minutes during working hours. In addition, 
she approved my request to work from 8am – 5pm from Monday till Thursday 
when I informed her that I need to attend a special exercise treatment after 
work to help with my condition. June is very helpful; she’s always telling me to 
inform her should I face any issues at work. I am appreciative and grateful for 
June’s help.

What do you do in your free time?

My free time is very precious as I have a full office workload and my disability 
slows me down. My priority is to continue improving my mobility and flexibility 
of my body and limbs. I do this through targeted exercises like qigong to 

Our Extraordinary People: Tan Bing-Xuan (Cont’)
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improve my general health. In addition, I read a lot, play puzzles and games, 
and I’m learning a new language! 

How did you maintain a work-life balance while also 
balancing your studies?

While I was studying for the CPA Qualification, I would always make sure 
that I allocate some time to study on weekdays after office hours even 
though it was only for 30 minutes to 1 hour. This helped to keep my study 
plan on track. I also took advantage of the study leave to do my final revision 
and prepare for the exams. In addition to self-learning, during the weekend 
I would enrol in either face-to-face or online tuition courses to support my 
study. 

It is important to have a healthy body and mind so that I feel energized at 
work even when I’m in the midst of preparing for exams. Therefore, I try 
to get at least 7 hours of sleep, maintain a healthy diet and do my exercise 
regimen regularly.

Tan Bing-Xuan was presented with the CPA 
Australia Certificate of Excellence Awards in 
October 2019 in recognition of her achievements 
in the CPA exams. She was also selected as 
one of the Valedictorians during the graduation 
ceremony.

7

This interview was initially done by CPA Australia with the story set to publish in 
the May issue  of their magazine In The Black. We’d like to express our heartfelt 
appreciation to Bing-Xuan for sharing her personal story and for inspiring us – 
what a legend!

Our Extraordinary People: Tan Bing-Xuan (Cont’)
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MILESTONE
Introducing Lee Hean Kok, Head of East Malaysia 

Region; Nicholas Crist, Executive Director of 
Corporate Tax; and Ng Wye Wye, Director of Business 

Performance Services. Hailing from audit, tax and 
advisory respectively, these three professionals share 
one thing in common – they’ve been proud KPMGians 
for 30 years and still counting!

This milestone is an admirable one, especially considering 
most existing KPMGians have yet to be born the year 
Hean Kok, Nicholas and Wye Wye joined KPMG (1989!)
 
We walked down memory lane with them, and here are 
their stories about building an enriching career and life 
at KPMG. 

A TREMENDOUS
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What was your fondest memory here at 
KPMG in Malaysia?

There are many fond memories of my years in 
KPMG, the fondest being the friendships that 
I have made in the firm especially with friends 
who started with me back in 1989. These 
friendships have lasted 30 years and for that, 
I am grateful. I am always grateful for KPMG 
and the mentors who guided and led me when 
I first started in my career. Those were such 
strong foundation years.  

I’ve also had very good memories of my early 
years in KPMG and I still echo the same, on 
coming back to KPMG in 2014. I am very 
grateful for supportive bosses, team members 
and colleagues. It certainly could not have been 
possible without the amazing support system 
that I had and continue to have within the firm. 
KPMG has a lot of positives to offer and after 
nearly 30 years of work experience both in and 
outside KPMG, I strongly believe that KPMG is 
a fantastic workplace to begin and remain in. 
Learning and growth opportunities are abound, 
and one can do much within the firm.

How do you think the work culture of 
KPMG in Malaysia has evolved over the 
years?

The culture is certainly more defined, with 
well-articulated values and practices that are 
now embedded within the firm. The working 
environment has certainly changed significantly 
and practices that were considered acceptable 
norms are no longer considered acceptable 
by today’s standards. Hence, the change is 
definitely good.  The firm is more inclusive 
and there is greater diversity now than 
ever. That said, ultimately, what drives and 
sustains continuity of a desired culture within 
a community is the people. Culture is fragile 

and each of us at KPMG has a responsibility 
to espouse and live out the firm’s values in our 
daily interactions and to have the courage to 
speak up when such values are compromised. 

Do you have any nuggets of wisdom 
you wish to share with some of our new 
KPMGians? 

For new KPMGians, I humbly share these:

• Never, ever underestimate any tasks or 
assignments you have been asked to 
undertake. Regardless of how insignificant, 
mundane or random it may appear in that 
moment and in the grand scheme of things, 
you may never know how small beginnings 
will prepare you for greater responsibilities 
ahead. I always believe that everything 
that we are called to do and the attitude 
with which we do them, will add up to 
the person that we will be and to the role 
we will undertake in the future. Attitude 
matters!

• Never be afraid of taking risks with new 
assignments, even as random and as 
unconnected it may be with your education/
qualification or previous working track. It 
is when we learn not to be afraid of new 
assignments and experiences, unprepared 
as we may feel, that those moments will be 
your greatest teacher. We grow as we are 
stretched. 

• Never be afraid of hard work. Nothing 
comes easy. 

• And lastly, know that your work does not 
define you or your worth.

• Do ensure that your identity is also anchored 
on other things that should matter in your 
life. Have a balanced life and never ever 
neglect taking care of yourself.  

Ng Wye Wye
Director of Business
Performance Services
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Nicholas Crist
Executive Director of 
Corporate Tax

What is your biggest motivation for working 
in KPMG?

This would have to be clients and colleagues. There 
is a lot of satisfaction in having happy clients, as well 
as in motivating colleagues.

What was your fondest memory here at 
KPMG?

I think one of my fondest memory was my starting 
memory back in May 1990, when I received a job 
offer from KPMG in London. After that, there has 
been my career progression. I firmly believe that 
KPMG offers a well thought out career plan which 
would be attractive to anyone who is serious about 
their career.

On the client side, it’s nice to reflect back on some 
of the assignments that I have helped win for KPMG 
and the major projects I have worked on.

Having started my career with the London office, I 
am fortunate to have had the opportunity to go on 
secondment to the KPMG office in Sydney, Australia 
and subsequently here in Malaysia.

What do you enjoy most about having the 
opportunity to work in different KPMG 
member firms around the world?

I think it would have to be the people. During my 
time in the various offices, I’ve met people from a 
lot of different backgrounds with a lot of ideas and 
interesting views of life in general. And together, 
we have forged our careers in the various KPMG 
offices. 

I’ve had the opportunity to go on secondments to 
KPMG Sydney and as well as originally KPMG in 
Malaysia. I think one of the great things that I found 
from the secondment is the opportunity to see how 
different tax systems work and learn the different 

approaches to taxation. And these different views, 
I think still benefit me today. When I’m working 
doing my current work, I can think how this might 
have been approached in a different country. Which I 
think, brings an interesting perspective to the job.

What do you consider to be your biggest 
achievement in KPMG, and how was it 
achieved?

I think my biggest achievement within KPMG is 
being made a Partner. On the external side, I have 
over the years received various awards for my work 
and the public acknowledgement in this manner is 
great recognition. 

As someone who has the experience 
working in various KPMG member firms 
around the world, what differences or 
similarities might you have noticed in the 
workplace culture?

In many respects the differences between the 
various KPMG member firms I have worked in are 
not huge. This I think is consistent with the KPMG 
brand.

Rather, the more significant differences I have 
seen over the last thirty years are in the workplace, 
particularly in relation to how we communicate.

When I joined KPMG London in 1990, email was 
a game-changer but at that stage, it was limited 
to within the office and urgent communications 
were sent by fax. Nowadays, email is virtually 
everywhere which provides tremendous flexibility 
for communication. I can email clients or colleagues 
from an airport in Johor, a plane on the way to 
London or from a guest house in the Himalayas. This 
accessibility was not available thirty years ago.

Back in the early 1990’s, mobile phones were 
uncommon – not many people had one. The mobile 

Continue on next page
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Nicholas Crist
Executive Director of 
Corporate Tax

phones available were about the size of a house 
brick and probably weighed as much. Nowadays, 
who does not have a phone or rather who does not 
have a smart phone? The communication options 
that we now take for granted were unimaginable 
thirty years ago.

The other significant change is in relation to office 
(and indeed businesses in general) dress code. For 
many years our dress code was, for men, a suit and 
tie which was probably a continuation of our school 
dress code. KPMG’s move to a smart business 
casual dress code is in line with that practiced by 
many of our clients and certainly more comfortable 
in the Malaysian heat.

What did you enjoy most about having 
the opportunity to work in different KPMG 
member firms? 

Ultimately, I would always come back to the 
people. KPMG has the right combination of people! 
There are people from whom you can learn, who 
will help you develop your career and with whom 
you may become friends for life. There are many 
opportunities for socialising which contributes to 
the feeling of team membership.  I joined KPMG 
Sydney as a Manager and have kept in touch with 
many of my contemporaries; KPMG has provided 
opportunities for this through work assignments as 
well as various international conferences. 

Do you have any nuggets of wisdom you can 
share with some of our new KPMGians?

Always listen and ask questions. Communicating 
should be interactive, not one way and this can be 
done through questions. Questions show you are 
acknowledging what is going on and are taking an 
interest. 

During your career, from time to time you will come 
across things that do not appear to make sense. In 

my experience the best approach is to work out at 
what point things do not seem to make sense and 
then ask relevant questions from there. 

Also remember, when you join KPMG you are 
joining a business that has been around for many 
years and which therefore has a huge collective 
experience. Take the opportunity to learn. 

Finally, stay healthy.

Top: It is truly not all work and no play for Nicholas Crist in 
keeping himself healthy; as he won 2nd runner-up for the 
top 3 male-mixed category in last year’s The Edge Kuala 
Lumpur Rat Race. 
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Lee Hean Kok
Head of East Malaysia Region

After 30 years of service, what was your 
biggest motivation for working in KPMG in 
Malaysia?

My biggest motivation since Day 1 is to be able to 
work with talented and good people, and now after 
30 years in the same firm , I still have the same 
joy and motivation to work with these people – 
work together, meet deadlines together and learn 
together.

What was your fondest memory with the 
Firm?

Too many fond memories while working at KPMG 
and I don’t even know how to relay all, but if I 
were to choose one memory – that would be my 
international secondment to KPMG US for 21 
months.  I learnt so much in interpersonal skills and 
dealing with people while I was there.  I also did 
a lot of travelling while in the US for work/training/
leisure, and it was an adventure to cover a lot of US 
cities. 

What do you consider to be your biggest 
achievement in KPMG, and how was it 
achieved?
 
Through my learning at KPMG,  I have been able to 
adapt to the local environment to suit the work style 
and also lifestyle – both on the work and personal 
front. 

I was posted to so many KPMG offices throughout 
my career: started in KL for 5 years, KPMG US for 
2 years international secondments, then back to PJ 
to work for 4 years. This was followed by a post as 
Head of our Melaka office for 3 years. The Sandakan 
office was where I spent a solid 10 years to grow 
the practice. Currently I am based at the KK office 
while also covering Labuan, Kuching and Miri. 

How do you think the work culture of KPMG 
in Malaysia has evolved over the years?

I would say work culture of KPMG in Malaysia has 
improved so much where we are much more open 
with each other and we are able to discuss with 
all ranks of colleagues in a manner that we can be 
proud. In the past, there are some walls between 
the hierarchy – from associate to senior to manager 
and to partners. Nowadays, we are only one 
WhatsApp text away from each other and making 
the distance closer with good communication. The 
work culture has become so much better!

Do you have any nuggets of wisdom you can 
share with some of our new KPMGians?

It’s common to hear people advice to get out from 
your comfort zone. My personal take on this is that 
you don’t have to get out from comfort zone – you 
only need to expand your comfort zone to a bigger 
space. Once your comfort zone is bigger, you can 
continue to enjoy what you do and thrive in what 
you do best.
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We kickstarted our 2020 Coffee Sessions with 
the first in February, hosted by Datuk Johan and 
Eric Ong – Head of KPMG’s Data and Analytics 
(D&A) services. Joining them was Au Soon 
Yong, Director of D&A team. 

Our Coffee Sessions serve as an opportunity for 
KPMGians to bond over warm cups of coffee 
with our Partners while they share their stories 
and experiences in a more relaxed setting. 

This year, our first session was held at the newly 
renovated space, Xchange at Level 10, as a 
refreshing change of venue. As Eric Ong and 
Soon Yong were key players in the D&A team, 
all attendees were eager to ask questions on the 
dynamics of D&A and on the aspects of their 
work experiences. 

Based on feedback received, it was uplifting 
to hear that some of the information provided 
by the D&A team were engaging and could 
potentially help the attendees in their own 
line of work. Stories shared on the display of 
integration between departments were truly 
inspiring as departments work alongside each 

A lively bunch to start 
off the first Coffee 
Sesson of the year. 

A group shot 
after the 
interactive 
session with 
Eric, Soon 
Yong, Monsy 
Siew (Our 
moderator) 
and all who 
attended the 
session.

Datuk Johan Idris, 
Eric Ong, Data and 
Analytics (D&A) 
Partner and Au Soon 
Yong, Director of 
(D&A), each sharing 
their thoughts on how 
our Firm’s Data and 
Analytics services 
have helped in 
leveraging our work 
processes and clients’ 
businesses. 

other in completing tasks and collaborate to 
better able to serve our clients. 

The second Coffee Session followed soon 
thereafter in March. The session – hosted 
by Datuk Johan and COO Siew Chin Kiang 
– aptly focused on the COVID-19 situation. 
Though the circumstances surrounding 
this global pandemic stirred uncertainty, 
KPMGians were well-assured through 
the many preventative measures that 
were taken by the Firm and the heighten 
awareness in practicing good hygiene. 
During the session, participants also 
discussed the possible efforts that can be 
considered by the Firm should the situation 
persist. The session ended with everyone 
bearing some hope and positivity that 
things will get better, as long as we work 
together to be vigilant and considerate 
during the pandemic. 

More sessions will be coming your way 
as we look forward to initiate better 
fellowships between KPMGians through 
these casual get-togethers.

Coffee SessionOur second Coffee 
Session hosted by 
Datuk Johan and 
our COO Siew Chin 
Kiang focused on the 
Covid-19 outbreak.
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As always, it was a rewarding process as 20 passionate KPMG 
volunteers from various departments including some VT’s took 
time off their weekend to lend a helping hand to aid the homeless 
and urban poor at downtown Kuala Lumpur, Medan Tunku.

Last year, we clocked-in more than 1,115 volunteer hours to help 
KSK run their weekly One Stop Centre initiative in the heart of 
KL.

At the One stop Centre, KPMGians helped out with 
various tasks as KSK not only welcomed regular 
recipients, they also gladly received new 
receivers or better known as ‘clients’. For 
receivers that are new to KSK, the team 
will retrieve personal details like their 
IC number, blood type or any 
medical conditions that will 
help the team figure out 
long-term solutions 
and to lift them out 
of poverty. 

Volunteers working together to 
gather information about Kechara 

Soup Kitchen’s clients and 
keeping a record.

Kechara One Stop Centre
Volunteer Program 

18 January & 22 February 2020 (Saturday) 
6:30pm – 10:30pm | Medan Tuanku
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Kechara Soup Kitchen and 
KPMG volunteers preparing to 
hand out the donated clothings 
to KSK receivers.

Volunteers were helping out to 
record blood pressure readings 
of the registered clients.

Receivers in line awaits for their turn to 
receive food and drinks from the volunteers.

KPMG volunteers assisting KSK 
in welcoming regular receivers 
registering new ‘clients’.

Our earnest volunteers helped the KSK team by 
handing out clothing and necessities from the donation 
which KSK receives. More than that, KSK also covers 
basic hygiene and personal grooming, such as 
providing haircuts, distributing toiletries and dispensing 
medication where our team of volunteers also assisted. 

What’s unique about KSK volunteer program is that the 
team also assist in accompanying children while their 
parents are away by entertaining them with coloring 
books, toys and other materials that are fun and 
educational.

It is heartwarming to see how our volunteers are giving 
back to the community while making positive changes 
in our society. 
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Christmas Cheer for Waja Homes 
Orphanage with Audit P

In the spirit of giving, underprivileged children 
welcomed the team from Audit P on 7 
December to experience some Christmas joy 
and happiness. These children are being cared 
for by Waja and his family members; they 
work round the clock to ensure the children 
are provided with proper rehabilitation as they 
may have lost one or both their parents, while 
some are diagnosed with disabilities and are 
from poor backgrounds. It was heartwarming 
to see their cheerfulness during the visit as to 
them even the smallest efforts bring them joy 
and makes their day.  

The Firm recognizes that these programs 
support the UN Sustainable Development 
Goals 1-4: No Poverty, Zero Hunger, Good 
Health & Wellbeing and Quality Education.

Here’s a snapshot of some CSR initiatives undertaken at the end of 2019 by 
several departments in a collective effort to give back to the community:  

1

Tax ITP educated the young 
at Hua Ming Autism Society2

Art session with the kids as our volunteers assisted 
them in unleashing their creative side.

Joyful faces as volunteers from Audit P handed over a mock 
cheque of RM4000.00 in support of the Social Welfare 
Organization of Waja Home.

Everyone smiling away at the end of the session as it was a worthy 
experience for all.

Awareness on autism is still low in our 
country and through Hua Ming Autism 
Society (HMAS), ten volunteers from 
Tax ITP department assisted in teaching 
the autistic children music and art on 12 
December at their Petaling Jaya center.  
Through this activity, our volunteers 
learnt much about the autistic children’s 
attributes so they can adapt their teaching 
approaches to retain their concentration. It 
was a rewarding experience to teach the 
children new skills using various teaching 
aids available, such as musical instruments 
and art supplies. 

Together, for better
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Tax TDR’s day for the 
youth with Ti-Ratana 3

A wonderful shot with the the orphans from Ti-Ratana 
Welfare and the volunteers after a day well spent.

It was certainly an afternoon well spent 
on 13 December with 28 orphans of 
the Ti-Ratana Welfare Society as the 
Tax Dispute Resolution team engaged 
them with games and activities at the 
‘Golden Arches’ restaurant. Games were 
organized to encourage lively participation 
and interaction.It was a heartfelt program 
as our volunteers had a wonderful time 
accompanying the orphans and it was worth 
the effort when joy was reflected on the 
faces of the children. This activity reinforces 
the team’s commitment to improve 
communities to build a better and promising 
future for the next generations. 

It paid off as everyone smiled broadly as it turned out to 
be a fun and meaningful experience for all.

Presents were prepared to surprise the orphans as 
Christmas was around the corner.

Volunteers had a great time interacting with the orphans 
while they were preparing for a little snack.

Audit M for Lighthouse Children 
Welfare Home

On 20 December, 30 volunteers from Audit M spent an 
afternoon with orphans by playing games like “Simon 
Says” and “Eagle and Chicks” to foster positive influence 
and encourage personal ambition among the kids. The 
welfare home currently houses 69 underprivileged 
children ranging from the ages of 6 to 21 years old. KPMG 
volunteers also spent time making egg mayonnaise bread 
together with the children where they interacted and 
exchange stories throughout. The highlight of this effort 
was to immerse the children in positive experiences that 
encourage good memories they can reflect on. 

4
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Audit G feeding the hungry

Good intentions up North

IAPWA Charity Food Fair 

The International Aid for the Protection & Welfare 
of Animals Penang (IAPWA) Food Fair was 
organized on 17 November to raise neutering 
funds for the stray dogs whilst reducing the stray 
dogs population in the island under the Trap-
Neuter-Release (TNR) program. During the food 
fair held in Permai Galleria, Tanjung Bungah, our 
KPMGians sold baked goodies – made with love 
by Hilda Loo, as well as – coupons worth RM 
2,860!  

5

6

All set for our KPMGians, just before they head out to 
distribute food to the urban poor around the heart of Kuala 
Lumpur.

Volunteers distributing food from the food bank led 
by Kechara Soup Kitchen.

Fulfilling cause with the Kechara Soup Kitchen volunteers 
through this combined effort.

Our volunteers during the food fair sold baked 
goodies for a good cause to support all our furry 
friends.

As a dog lover, it is heartbreaking to see stray 
dogs suffering out there. Therefore, I hope 
with my contribution, it will help improve the 
animal welfare in need.

– Yong Hooi Ser

This is indeed a great event to show love and 
support to our community. It motivates me 
to bake these cakes for the event sales as I 
know the proceeds will be channeled for a 
great cause in providing better lives for stray 
dogs.

– Hilda Loo 

Over 160 volunteers took some time off their peak work 
period to help distribute food to the homeless. This was led 
by Kechara Soup Kitchen, where the program was divided 
into two projects: the first being the Food Bank Program 
where troops of volunteers distributed food to the urban 
poor around the city centre of Kuala Lumpur City: Kepong, 
Jinjang, Cheras, Kajang, Kota Damansara, Rawang, Gombak, 
Batu Caves, Klang and Semenyih over the duration of five 
weekends. Subsequently, the Street Distribution was held 
on 7 December where volunteers helped to raise awareness 
on the plight of the homeless and urban poor.
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‘Warriors in Purple’ is an initiative by Gleneagles 
Penang that symbolizes the tenacity and fighting 
spirit of cancer survivors. Twenty passionate 
KPMGians from the tax, audit and internal audit 
departments in Penang joined the 7km run held 
at the Esplanade (Padang Kota Lama) to raise 
awareness on cancer whilst promoting a healthy 
lifestyle and celebrating cancer survivors.

Penang Audit Partner, Raymond Chong had, the 
privilege to speak during the Penang Dementia Day 
last year. Being the Treasurer and Founding Committee 
Member of Penang Dementia Association, Raymond 
shared his views on dementia with more than 150 
participants, who were present to promote awareness, 
bust myths and dispel stigma so that people may seek 
help and get treated early in the course of the illness.

Kudos to the team for their valiant efforts 
and simply being AWESOME! Thank You!

Raymond Chong, our Penang Audit Partner 
shared his view during the Penang Dementia 
Day to more than 150 participants.

Gleneagles Hospital Warriors 
Penang Dementia Day 

The 7km run is so trivial compared to what 
cancer warriors go through. The run gave me 
the self-satisfaction to be a part of the team 
that spreads hope and awareness for our brave 
friends and relatives who are battling cancer.

– Nadhirah Mohd Ridhwan 

This event not only challenges my limit but 
also encourages the person who suffered the 
illness and celebrates all cancer survivors.

– Lim Jia Loong 

Our dedicated volunteers joined the 7km run held at the 
Esplanade to raise awareness for cancer.

A worthy medal after the run to 
recognise the unceasing fighting spirit 
our brave cancer survivors and those 
battling cancer.

At every stage of the disease, we must ensure 
people with dementia receive appropriate care 
provided by well-informed and well-trained 
professionals, and that they are treated with 
respect and dignity.

– Ooi Ming Shern  

We need to reduce health stigma together.

– Sarah Low  

KPMG booth were also set up to promote awareness 
where participants popped by to ask questions or to 
purchase baked goodies for a good cause.
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Chinese New 
Year 2020
At KPMG, we encourage our people to fully embrace various cultures 
and celebrations, from Chinese New Year to Raya, Deepavali and even 
our much-anticipated annual Cultural Lunch!  

Kicking off the year on a good note, we started with the Chinese New 
Year celebrations, welcoming vendors from Miaow Miaow, Rhymba 
Hills, Bakelele by Yolomen, Ogenki and Delfi to conduct sales in 
anticipation of the food-filled festivities. Our Navigation Room was 
transformed into snack haven where many KPMGians had the chance 
to pick all sorts of goodies from chips to crackers, nuts, cookies, tea 
and more! 

A lot of us wish to look and feel our best for Chinese New Year and 
for the holiday seasons; which is why we invited Benefit Cosmetics 
Malaysia to help us with our beauty dilemmas concerning brow 
grooming and makeup styling. 

Shanice Yong, Benefit’s very own National Brow Expert and aficionado 
of all things beauty, led the two-hour hands-on brow workshop. Each 
participant was gifted with their very own mini Benefit face primer, 
which they used to prep their face before getting started on their 
brows. Makeup truly is a form of artistry, as drawing in your brows 
requires angling, precision and using the right motions and techniques! 

Our KPMGians gave it their best go, and under Shanice’s tutelage, 
had given their face a refreshed look by the use of the eyebrow tools 
alone. They learned how to contour their faces through shading – yet 
again proving that makeup is truly an art – amongst other handy beauty 
hacks. Our participants left the room with quite a few new beauty 
tricks under their toolbelt. 

All in all, the events truly prepared KPMGians for a fun filled start to 
a great holiday season where we got to enjoy discounted treats and 
acquire new skills. 

Wednesday, 15 January 2020

Participants of the workshop giving it a go 
with the assistance from the brow expert as 
they enhance their brow drawing skills.

KPMGians were excited to purchase 
discounted items just in time for the festive 
season of the Chinese New Year.
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Every year, millions of dollars are spent on Valentine’s Day cards, 
flowers and gifts; an estimated one billion cards were gifted during 
the celebration of love alone in 2020! Fortunately, our people got 
to skip shelling out on expensive presents this year – we believe in 
sharing the love with our KPMG community, so we arranged a day 
of fun activities at the office. 

We started off with a giveaway powered by Shiseido. Our excited 
KPMGians in PJO gathered at Vision Room just as the clock hit 
10.00 am to pick up their much-coveted freebies: two bottles of 
Shiseido BENEFIANCE Night Emulsion moisturizers! 

In the afternoon, 40 KPMGians dedicated two hours to make 
a personalized Valentine’s Day cards during our Watercolor 
Floral Card-Making workshop conducted by The Craft Crowd. 
The technique of watercolor painting may seem simple, but 
the process can be quite strenuous. The watercolor artist 
demonstrated the right technique for brush strokes where it 
requires applying the right amount of pressure while creating 
gradients and shades with the mixture of differing ratios of 
water and paint. As it was a fun and therapeutic experience, 
our workshop participants proved to be experts as they created 
beautiful pieces of art with ease!  

This Valentines, we hope you had an enjoyable time and are able 
to feel our appreciation towards your commitment and dedication 
that you have contributed to the Firm. 

Valentine’s Day
2020

Participants were practising their brush strokes techniques 
and color blending skills during the workshop.

Smiling faces of our ladies as they 
received the giveaways by Shiseido.

Interested KPMGians asking questions 
on the products displayed by BOSE 
during the one day promotion.

A fixated participant during the workshop 
trying to enhance her watercoloring skills.
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Private and Confidential…or is it? 

Areas where KPMG can assist include:

Albert Lim 
Executive Director – Data Privacy Lead

      : 603 7721 7055  
      : hockenglim@kpmg.com.my    

Assess - Provide an independent assessment of 
your  organization’s current privacy risk profile and 
how this  compares to a desired state

Design - Work with you to design a privacy 
compliance program to meet the requirements of 
the regulatory framework

Strategy - Work with you to develop a pragmatic 
privacy strategy and gain buy-in from senior 
management

Reach out to Albert Lim about arranging an insightful conversation with your clients 
on the privacy issues they should look into.

www.kpmg.com.my/DataPrivacyServices

Implement - Support the implementation of robust 
and  sustainable privacy processes, policies and 
controls to assist  you in mitigating the privacy risks

Operate - Provide ongoing support and advice 
to assist you in operating your privacy control 
environment

Monitor - Support you in maintaining your privacy 
control environment

KPMG is introducing its latest service – Data Privacy 
Services – at a critical time when governance and 
accountability are the yardsticks businesses are judged by. 

Globally, data privacy and protection is increasingly being 
put under intense focus by regulators, clients and many 
other stakeholders. In Malaysia, expectations are that 
the Personal Data Protection Act 2010 (PDPA) will be 
amended to incorporate changes that are reflective of 
standards in a developed regime.

Our Data Privacy Services team is ably led by Albert Lim, 
Data Privacy Lead and Executive Director, and they are 
well positioned to help clients address challenges posed 
by privacy risks with a structured and flexible approach to 
meet the needs of diverse organizations.

Under Albert’s leadership, the service line provides 
exciting opportunities as we continue to improve our 
work through data and insight while working shoulder-to-
shoulder with our clients to deliver real results.
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Embrace digital disruption with 
KPMG Lighthouse 
As we live in a time of digital disruption and a 
rapidly changing environment, staying ahead of 
the competition requires businesses to embrace 
technological advancements and leverage the 
potential of data. 

With this new adoption comes challenges of 
mastering the ongoing hurdles that technological 
disruption brings as true digital transformation is 
not a one-time adoption but a continuous evolution. 
Hence, the introduction of KPMG Lighthouse 
arrives at an opportune time as organizations strive 
to harness the potential of the latest Industrial 
Revolution 4.0 technologies. 

Led by Alvin Gan, KPMG Lighthouse in Malaysia 
brings together an experienced team of specialized 
professionals from ITeT and Data & Analytics, 
combining data-driven technologies and capabilities 
with our integrated global network and people to 
create the market differentiation necessary for 
companies to optimize business performance. 

We will take a business-first approach in 
transforming our client’s businesses, using state-
of-the-art platforms to offer a clear and sustainable 
digital advantage.
 
This service line offers us an opportunity to 
continue working shoulder-to-shoulder with our 
clients to deliver real results, while still focused on 
building the Firm’s digital capabilities.

Reach out to the following Partners for a customized 
demo with your clients.

Data
Management

Insights & 
Intelligence

Technology 
& Solutions

KPMG Lighthouse capabilities include:

Alvin Gan 
Head of KPMG Lighthouse

      : 03 7721 7090 
      : alvingan@kpmg.com.my   

Eric Ong 
Head of Data & Analytics

      : 03 7721 3023 
      : ericong@kpmg.com.my 

www.kpmg.com.my/Lighthouse
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